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We are a team of self-motivated, highly dedicated professionals with an unwavering commitment and a 

single minded focus towards empowering the younger generation with skills that will enable them to be 

truly progressive thinking Global Professionals. 

Our Purpose 

With the cut throat competition that today’s market presents due to its global reach and volatile nature, 

it is imperative that companies equip their employees with skills that ensure that our workforce is at par 

with international standards of social as well as organizational behaviour. Our employees need to be 

confident individuals well versed with international etiquette in order to harness their full potential. At the 

same time, they need to learn to put WE ahead of ME and be able to look at the big picture. 

Investing in soft Skills and introducing programs that address the personal psychological dilemmas that 

today’s professionals battle can go a long way towards creating a workforce with increased job satisfaction 

and promote a healthy work life balance. 

At Katalyze we recognize these needs and our rich international experience in working with geographically 

dispersed multi ethnic groups gives us an edge that is hard to match. We take pride in our commitment to 

quality and results orientation. All our modules adopt a fun filled approach with focus on interactive 

exercises that makes the participants look forward to the training. 

 

The Katalyze Advantage 

 Results orientation through practical and meaningful programmes 
 Trainers with vast corporate expertise, thorough understanding of global nuances, rich international 

experience and an unwavering commitment to programme effectiveness. 
 Trainers with a passion for uninterrupted continuous learning and skill enhancement. 
 Our programmes are conducted in an engaging, non- threatening environment that encourages 

participants to enhance their strengths and find ways to minimize personality based challenges. 
 Our programmes encourage bonding and team spirit, making individuals more effective and better 

committed employees. 
 We have an understanding of various psychological dilemmas that today’s professionals face and 

help them overcome these. 
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For further details and discussions, kindly contact us at +91-9871724443 or 

meenakshi@katalyze.in 

- The Katalyze Team 

Our Spectrum
•Soft Skills Development
•Communication Skills Development
•Social Etiquette 
•Business Etiquette
•Goal Planning
•Time Management
•Change management
•Conflict Management
•Stress Management
•Being a team player
•Responsible organizational behaviour
•Train the Trainer Programmes
•Grooming New Leaders
•Industry specific consulting and training in:
•Customer Care and Support
•Training Need Identification and content development
•Software testing and quality assurance
•Project Management


